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Abstract. If multiple autonomous entities — agents — are involved in chance
discovery and management, then the agents involved may disagree as to what
constitutes a chance event, and what action, if any, to take in response. One ap-
proach to agent communication in this situation is to insistthat agents not only
send messages, but also support them with reasons why those messages are ap-
propriate. This is argumentation-based communication. Inthis chapter, we review
some of our work on argumentation-based communication, discussing the issues
we consider to be important in developing systems for argumentation-based com-
munication between agents in chance discovery and management domains.

1 Introduction

When we humans engage in any form of dialogue it is natural forus to do so in a
somewhat skeptical manner. If someone informs us of a fact that we find surprising, we
typically question it. Not in an aggressive way, but what might be described as an in-
quisitive way. When someone tells us “X is true” (whereX can range across statements
from “It is raining outside” to “The Dow Jones index will continue falling for the next
six months”, we want to know “Where did you read that?”, or “What makes you think
that?”. Typically we want to know the basis on which some conclusion was reached.
In fact, this questioning is so ingrained that we often present information with some
of the answer to the question we expect it to provoke already attached—“It is raining
outside, I got soaked through”, “The editorial in today’s Guardian suggests that con-
sumer confidence in the US is so low that the Dow Jones index will continue falling for
the next six months.” This is exactly argumentation-based communication. It is increas-
ingly being applied to the design of agent communication languages and frameworks,
for example: Dignum and colleagues [7, 8]; Grosz and Kraus [12]; Parsons and Jen-
nings [24, 25]; Reed [27]; Schroederet al. [30]; and Sycara [34]. Indeed, the idea that
it is useful for agents to explain what they are doing is not just confined to research on
argumentation-based communication [28].



Apart from its naturalness, there are two major advantages of this approach to agent
communication. One is that it ensures that agents arerational in a certain sense. As
we shall see, and as is argued at length in [20], argumentation-based communication
allows us to define a form of rationality in which agents only accept statements which
they are unable to refute (the exact form of refutation depending on the particular formal
properties of the argumentation system they use). In other words agents will only accept
things if they don’t have a good reason not to. The second advantage builds on this and,
as discussed in more detail in [4], provides a way of giving agent communications a
social semanticsin the sense of Singh [32, 33]. The essence of a social semantics is
that agents state publicly their beliefs and intentions at the outset of a dialogue, so that
future utterances and actions may be judged for consistencyagainst these statements.
The truth of an agent’s expressions of its private beliefs orintentions can never be
fully verified [37], but at least an agent’s consistency can be assessed, and, with an
argumentation-based dialogue system, the reasons supporting these expressions can be
sought. Moreover, these reasons may be accepted or rejected, and possibly challenged
and argued-against, by other agents.

An example shows how these two advantages are especially important in the do-
main of Chance Discovery and Management. Consider, for instance, a network of
geographically-distributed software agents, each responsible for water monitoring and
control in a local domain of the catchment area of a major river [21]. One agent may
identify, based on its local water-level readings, that a flood is a strong possibility in
the near future, and that preventative action should be taken. This action may require a
second agent in the system, downstream of the first, to release water from a dam in its
local domain. But suppose that the second agent has no evidence, in its own domain, of
any increased water-levels. If the agents have some degree of relative autonomy, then
the first agent cannot simplyorder the second to take the preventative action. Instead,
the first agent may need topersuadethe second, on the basis of the relevant evidence
available. This will involve the giving of reasons by the first agent to the second, and,
perhaps, the rational challenging by the second agent of these reasons. In other words,
where the participants in a system are autonomous and where action is required for
chance management, then there will be a need for argumentation-based communica-
tions between the participants.1

This chapter sketches the state of the art in argumentation-based agent communica-
tion. We will do this not by describing all the relevant work in detail, but by identifying
what we consider to be the main issues, for chance discovery and management domains,
in building systems that communicate in this way by briefly describing how our work
has addressed them.

2 Philosophical background

Our work on argumentation-based dialogue has been influenced by a model of human
dialogues due to argumentation theorists Doug Walton and Erik Krabbe [35]. Walton
and Krabbe set out to analyze the concept of commitment in dialogue, so as to “provide

1 Multi-agent diagnosis is considered in [29], although not from an argumentation perspective.



conceptual tools for the theory of argumentation” [35, pageix]. This led to a focus
on persuasion dialogues, and their work presents formal models for such dialogues. In
attempting this task, they recognized the need for a characterization of dialogues, and so
they present a broad typology for inter-personal dialogue.They make no claims for its
comprehensiveness. Their categorization identifies six primary types of dialogues and
three mixed types. As defined by Walton and Krabbe, the six primary dialogue types
are:

Information-Seeking Dialogues: One participant seeks the answer to some question(s)
from another participant, who is believed by the first to knowthe answer(s).

Inquiry Dialogues: The participants collaborate to answer some question or questions
whose answers are not known to any one participant.

Persuasion Dialogues:One party seeks to persuade another party to adopt a belief or
point-of-view he or she does not currently hold.

Negotiation Dialogues: The participants bargain over the division of some scarce re-
source in a way acceptable to all, with each individual partyaiming to maximize
his or her share.2

Deliberation Dialogues: Participants collaborate to decide what course of action to
take in some situation.

Eristic Dialogues: Participants quarrel verbally as a substitute for physicalfighting,
with each aiming to win the exchange.

Chance discovery — the identification of rare events — between agents in a system
would typically involve Inquiry, Information-SeekingandPersuasion dialogues. Chance
Management — actions taken to prevent, mitigate or facilitate a rare event, or to deal
with its consequences — would typically involved Deliberation, and possibly Nego-
tation dialogues. This framework can be used in a number of ways. First, we have
increasingly used this typology as a framework within whichit is possible to compare
and contrast different systems for argumentation. For example, in [3] we used the clas-
sification, and the description of the start conditions and aims of participants given in
[35] to show that the argumentation system described in [3] could handle persuasion,
information seeking and inquiry dialogues. Second, we havealso used the classification
as a means of classifying particular argumentation systems, for example identifying the
system in [24] as including elements of deliberation (it is about joint action) and per-
suasion (one agent is attempting to persuade the other to do something different) rather
than negotiation as it was originally billed. Third, we can use the typology as a means
of distinguishing the focus (and thus the detailed requirements for) systems intended to
be used for engaging in certain types of dialogue as in our work to define locutions to
perform inquiry [22], chance discovery [21], and deliberation [14] dialogues.

The final aspect of this work that is relevant, in our view, is that it stresses the impor-
tance of being able to handle dialogues of one kind that include embedded dialogues
of another kind. Thus a deliberation dialogue about the appropriate action to take to
prevent a flood might include an embedded information-seeking dialogue (to discover
if water levels are rising everywhere), and an embedded persuasion dialogue (about

2 Note that this definition of Negotiation is that of Walton andKrabbe. Arguably negotiation
dialogues may involve other issues besides the division of scarce resources.



the value of a particular flood-prevention action). This hasled to formalisms in which
dialogues can be combined [23, 27].

3 Argumentation and dialogue

The focus of attention by philosophers to argumentation hasbeen on understanding and
guiding human reasoning and argument. It is not surprising,therefore, that this work
says little about how argumentation may be applied to the design of communication
systems for artificial agents. In this section we consider some of the issues relevant to
such application.

3.1 Languages and argumentation

Considering two agents that are engaged in some dialogue, wecan distinguish between
three different languages that they use. Each agent has abase languagethat it uses as
a means of knowledge representation, a language we might call L. This language can
be unique to the agent, or may be the same for both agents. Thisis the language in
which the designer of the agent provides the agent with its knowledge of the world,
and it is the language in which the agent’s beliefs, desires and intentions (or indeed any
other mental notions with which the agent is equipped) are expressed. Given the broad
scope ofL, it may in practice be a set of languages—for example separate languages
for handling beliefs, desires, and intentions—but since all such languages carry out the
same function we will regard them as one for the purposes of this discussion.

Each agent is also equipped with ameta-languageML which expresses facts about
the base languageL. Agents need meta-languages because, amongst other things, they
need to represent their preferences about elements ofL. AgainML may in fact be a
set of meta-languages and both agents can use different meta-languages. Furthermore,
if the agent has no need to make statements about formulae ofL, then it may have no
meta-language (or, equivalently, it may have a meta-language which it does not make
use of). If an agent does have a separate meta-language, thenit, like L, is internal to the
agent.

Finally, for dialogues, the agents need a shared communication language (or two
languages such that it is possible to seamlessly translate between them). We will call
this languageCL. We can considerCL to be a “wrapper” around statements inL andML, as is the case for KQML [9] or the FIPA ACL [10], or a dedicatedlanguage into
which and from which statements inL or CL are translated.CL might even beL orML, though, as withML, we can consider it to be a conceptually different language.
The difference, of course, is thatCL is in some senseexternalto the agents—it is used
to communicate between them. We can imagine an agent reasoning usingL andML,
then constructing messages inCL and posting them off to the other agent. When a
reply arrives inCL, it is turned into statements inL andML and these are used in new
reasoning.

Argumentation can be used with these languages in a number ofways. Agents can
use argumentation as a means of performing their own internal reasoning either inL,ML, or both. Independently of whether argumentation is used internally, it can also be



used externally, in the sense of being used in conjunction with CL—this is the sense
in which Walton and Krabbe [35] consider the use of argumentation in human dialogue
and is much more on the topic of this chapter.

3.2 Inter-agent argumentation

External argumentation can happen in a number of ways. The main issue, the fact that
makes it argumentation, is that the agents do not just exchange facts but also exchange
additional information. In persuasion dialogues, which are by far the most studied type
of argumentation-based dialogues, these reasons are typically the reasons why the facts
are thought to be true. Thus, if agentA wants to persuade agentB that p is true, it
does not just state the fact thatp, but also gives, for example, a proof ofp based on
information (grounds) thatA believes to be true. If the proof is sound thenB can only
disagree withp if either it disputes the truth of some of the grounds or if it has an
alternative proof thatp is false. The intuition behind the use of argumentation hereis
that a dialogue about the truth of a claimp moves to a dialogue about the supporting
evidence or one about apparently-conflicting proofs. From the perspective of building
argumentative agents, the focus is now on how we can bring about either of these kinds
of discussion.

There are a number of aspects, in particular, that we need to focus on. These include:

– Clearly communication will be carried out inCL, but it is not clear how arguments
will be passed inCL. Will arguments form separate locutions, or will they be in-
cluded in the same kind ofCL locution as every other piece of information passed
between the agents?

– Clearly the exchange of arguments between agents will be subject to some protocol,
but it is not clear how this is related, if at all, to the protocol used for the exchange
of other messages. Do they use the same protocol? If the protocols are different,
how do agents know when to move from one protocol to another?

– Clearly the arguments that agents make should be related to what they know, but
it is not clear how best this might be done. Should an agent only be able to argue
what it believes to be true? If not, what arguments is an agentallowed to make?

One approach to constructing argumentation-based agents is the way suggested in [31].
In this workCL contains two sets of illocutions. One set allows the communication of
facts (in this case statements inML that take the form of conjunctions of value/attribute
pairs, intended as offers in a negotiation). The other set allows the expressions of argu-
ments. These arguments are unrelated to the offers, but express reasons why the offers
should be acceptable, appealing to a rich representation ofthe agent and its environ-
ment: the kinds of argument suggested in [31] are threats such as, “If you don’t accept
this I will tell your boss,” promises like: “If you accept my offer I’ll bring you repeat
business,” and appeals such as: “You should accept this because that is the deal we made
before.”

There is no doubt that this model of argumentation has a good deal of similarity with
the kind of argumentation we engage in on a daily basis. However, it makes consider-
able demands on any implementation. For a start, agents which desire to argue in this



manner need very rich representations of each other and their environments (especially
compared with agents which simply desire to debate the truthof a proposition given
what is in their knowledge-base). Such agents also require an answer to the second two
points raised above, and the very richness of the model makesit hard (at least for the
authors) to see how the third point can be addressed.

Now, the complicating factor in both of the bullet points raised above is the need to
handle two types of information—those that are argument-based and those that aren’t.
One way to simplify the situation is to make all communication argument-based, and
that is the approach that we have been following of late. In fact, we go a bit further
than even this suggests, by considering agents that use argumentation both for internal
reasoning and as a means of relating what they believe and what they communicate. We
describe this approach in the next section.

3.3 Argumentation at all levels

In more detail what we are proposing is the following. First of all, every agent carries
out internal argumentation usingL. This allows it to resolve any inconsistency in its
knowledge base (which is important when dealing with information from many sources
since such information is typically inconsistent) and to establish some notion of what it
believes to be true (though this notion is defeasible since new information may come to
light that provides a more compelling argument against somefact that there previously
was for that fact). The upshot of this use of argumentation, however it is implemented,
is that every agent can not only identify the facts it believes to be true but can supply a
rationale for believing them.

This feature then provides us with a way of ensuring a kind of rationality of the
agents—rationality in communication. It is natural that anagent which resolves incon-
sistencies in what it knows about the world uses the same technique to resolve inconsis-
tencies between what it knows and what it is told. In other words the agent looks at the
reasons for the things it is told and accepts these things provided they are supported by
more compelling reasons than there are against the things. If agents are only going to
accept things that are backed by arguments, then it makes sense for agents to only say
things that are also backed by arguments. Both of us, separately in [20] and [4], have
suggested that such an argumentation-based approach is a suitable form of rationality,
and it was implicit in [3].3

The way that this form of rationality is formalized is, for example, to only permit
agents to make assertions that are backed by some form of argument, and to only accept
assertions that are so backed. In order words, the formationof arguments becomes a
precondition of the locutions of the communication languageCL, and the locutions are
linked to the agents’ knowledge bases.

Although it is not immediately obvious, this gives argumentation-based approaches
a social semanticsin the sense of Singh [32, 33]. The naive reason for this is that since
agents can only assert things that in their considered view are true (which is another way
of putting the fact that the agents have more compelling reasons for thinking something

3 This meaning of rationality is also consistent with that commonly given in philosophy, see,
e.g., [15].



is true than for thinking it is false), other agents have someguarantee that they are
true. However agents may lie, and a suitably sophisticated agent will always be able
to simulate truth-telling. A more sophisticated reason is that, assuming such locutions
are built intoCL, the agent on the receiving end of the assertion can always challenge
statements, requiring that the reasons for them are stated.These reasons can be checked
against what that agent knows, with the result that the agentwill only accept things
that it has no reason to doubt. This ability to question statements gives argumentation-
based communication languages a degree of verifiability that other semantics, such as
the original modal semantics for the FIPA ACL [10], lack.

3.4 Dialogue games

Dialogues may be viewed as games between the participants, called dialogue games
[17]. In this view, explained in greater detail in Chapter 2 by McBurney and Parsons,
each participant is a player with an objective they are trying to achieve and some finite
set of moves that they might make. Just as in any game, there are rules about which
player is allowed to make which move at any point in the game, and there are rules for
starting and ending the game.

As a brief example, consider a persuasion dialogue. We can think of this as being
captured by a game in which one player initially believesp to be true and tries to con-
vince another player, who initially believes thatp is false, of that fact. The game might
start with the first player stating the reason why she believes thatp is true, and the other
player might be bound to either accept that this reason is true (if she can find no fault
with it) or to respond with the reason she believes it to be false. The first player is then
bound by the same rules as the second was—to find a reason why this second reason is
false or to accept it—and the game continues until one of the players is forced to accept
the most recent reason given and thus to concede the game.

4 A system for argumentation-based communication

In this section we give a concrete instantiation of the rather terse description given in
Section 3.3, providing an example of a system for carrying out argumentation-based
communication of the kind first suggested in [24].

4.1 A system for internal argumentation

We start with a possibly inconsistent finite knowledge base� with no deductive clo-
sure. We assume� contains formulas of a propositional language which we callL, as
well as formulae such asBi(p) andIj(q) for anyp andq which are formulae ofL. This
extended propositional language is the base languageL of the argumentation-based di-
alogue system we are describing.Bi(�) denotes a belief of agenti andIj(�) denotes an
intention of agentj. Since we are only interested in syntactic manipulation of beliefs
and intentions here, we will give no semantics; suitable ways of dealing with the seman-
tics are given elsewhere (e.g. [25, 36]). The symbol` denotes classical inference and�
denotes logical equivalence. An argument is a proposition and the set of formulae from
which it can be inferred:



Definition 1. An argumentis a pairA = (H;h) whereh is a formula ofL andH a
subset of� such that:

1. H is consistent;
2. H ` h; and
3. H is minimal, so no subset ofH satisfying both 1. and 2. exists.H is called thesupportof A, writtenH = Support(A) and h is theconclusionof A

writtenh = Conclusion(A).

We talk ofh beingsupportedby the argument(H;h).
In general, since� is inconsistent, arguments inA(�), the set of all arguments

which can be made from�, will conflict, and we make this idea precise with the notions
of rebutting, undercutting and attacking.

Definition 2. LetA1 andA2 be two distinct arguments ofA(�). A1 undercutsA2 iff9h 2 Support(A2) such thath attacksConlusion(A1).
Definition 3. Let A1 and A2 be two distinct arguments ofA(�). A1 rebutsA2 iffConlusion(A1) attacksConlusion(A2).
Definition 4. Given two distinct formulaeh andg ofL such thath � :g, then, for anyi andj:

– h attacksg;
– Bi(h) attacksBj(g); and
– Ii(h) attacksIj(g).

In other words, an argument is rebutted in three cases: if there is another argument
which has as its conclusion the negation of the conclusion ofthe first, and either both
are not in the scope of a belief or intention operator, or bothare in the scope of the same
kind of operator. Thus we recognize “Peter intends that thispaper be written by the
deadline” and “Simon intends this paper not to be written by the deadline” as rebutting
each other, along with “Peter believes God exists” and “Simon does not believe God
exists”, but does not recognize “Peter intends that this paper will be written by the
deadline” and “Simon does not believe that this paper will bewritten by the deadline”
as rebutting each other. Undercutting occurs in exactly thesame situations, except that
it holds between the conclusions of one argument and an element of the support of the
other.4

Note that this notion of attack is a generalization of that in[2], and, while related to
that in [25] both extends it (in allowing “attacks” between things other than intentions)
and is less extensive than it (by not allowing “attacks” between second order intentions).

To capture the fact that some facts are more strongly believed and intended than
others, we assume that any set of facts has a preference orderover it. We suppose
that this ordering derives from the fact that the knowledge base� is stratified into non-
overlapping sets�1; : : : ; �n such that facts in�i are all equally preferred and are more

4 Note that attacking and rebutting are symmetric but not reflexive or transitive, while undercut-
ting is neither symmetric, reflexive nor transitive.



preferred than those in�j wherej > i. The preference level of a nonempty subsetH
of �, level(H), is the number of the highest numbered layer which has a member inH .

Definition 5. LetA1 andA2 be two arguments inA(�).A1 is preferredtoA2 accord-
ing toPref iff level(Support(A1)) � level(Support(A2)).
By�Pref we denote the strict pre-order associated withPref . If A1 is strictly preferred
toA2, we say thatA1 is strongerthanA2. We can now define the argumentation system
we will use:

Definition 6. Anargumentation system(AS) is a triplehA(�);Underut=Rebut;Pref i
such that:

– A(�) is a set of the arguments built from�,
– Underut=Rebut is a binary relation capturing the existence of an undercut or

rebut holding between arguments,Underut=Rebut � A(�)�A(�), and
– Pref is a (partial or complete) preordering onA(�)�A(�).

The preference order makes it possible to distinguish different types of relation between
arguments:

Definition 7. LetA1, A2 be two arguments ofA(�).
– If A2 undercutsA1 thenA1 defends itselfagainstA2 iff A1 �Pref A2. Otherwise,A1 does not defend itself.
– A set of argumentsS defendsA iff: 8 B such thatB undercuts or rebutsA andA

does not defend itself againstB then9 C 2 S such thatC undercutsB andB does
not defend itself againstC.

Henceforth,CUnderut=Rebut;Pref will gather all non-undercut and non-rebut arguments
along with arguments defending themselves against all their undercutting and rebutting
arguments. [1] showed that the setS of acceptable arguments of the argumentation
systemhA(�); Underut=Rebut;Pref i is the least fixpoint of a functionF :F(S) = f(H;h) 2 A(�)j(H;h) is defended by Sg
whereS � A(�)
Definition 8. The set ofacceptablearguments of an argumentation systemhA(�);Underut ;Pref i is:S =[Fi�0(;) = CUnderut=Rebut;Pref [ h[Fi�1(CUnderut=Rebut;Pref )i
An argument is acceptable if it is a member of the acceptable set.

If the argument(H;h) is acceptable, we talk of there being an acceptable argument
for h. An acceptable argument is one which is, in some sense, proven since all the
arguments which might undermine it are themselves undermined.



Note that while we have given a languageL for this system, we have given no
languageML. This particular system does not have a meta-language (and the notion
of preferences it uses is not expressed in a meta-language).It is, of course, possible
to add a meta-language to this system—for example, in [5] we added a meta-language
which allowed us to express preferences over elements ofL, thus making it possible to
exchange (and indeed argue about, though this was not done in[5]) preferences between
formulae.

4.2 Arguments between agents

Now, this system is sufficient for internal argumentation within a single agent, and the
agent can use it to, for example, perform nonmonotonic reasoning and to deal with
inconsistent information. To allow for dialogues, we have to introduce some more ma-
chinery. Clearly part of this will be the communication language, but we need to in-
troduce some additional elements first. These elements are datastructures which our
system inherits from its dialogue game ancestors as well as previous presentations of
this kind of system [3, 6].

Dialogues are assumed to take place between two agents,P andC. Each agent
has a knowledge base,�P and�C respectively, containing their beliefs. In addition,
following Hamblin [13], each agent has a further knowledge base, read-accessible to
both agents, containing commitments made in the dialogue. These commitment stores
are denotedCS(P ) andCS(C) respectively, and in this dialogue system (unlike that
of [6] for example) an agent’s commitment store is just a subset of its knowledge base.
Note that the union of the commitment stores can be viewed as the state of the dialogue
at a given time, since it expresses the current commitments of all the participants. Each
agent has read- and write-access to their own private knowledge base and read-access
to both commitment stores; each agent has only write-accessto its own commitment
store, with entries made to the store only as a result of utterances in the dialogue. ThusP can make use ofhA(�P [ CS(C));Underut=Rebut;Pref i
andC can make use ofhA(�C [ CS(P );Underut=Rebut;Pref i
All the knowledge bases contain propositional formulae andare not closed under de-
duction, and all are stratified by degree of belief as discussed above.

With this background, we can present the set of dialogue moves that we will use,
the set which comprises the locutions ofCL. For each move, we give what we call
rationality rules, dialogue rules, and update rules. Theselocutions are those from [26]
and are based on the rules suggested by [19] which, in turn, were based on those in
the dialogue game DC introduced by MacKenzie [18]. The rationality rules specify the
preconditions for making the move. Unlike those in [3, 6], these rules are not absolute,
but are defined in terms of the agent attitudes discussed below, and these provide the
social semantics for the locutions. The update rules specify how commitment stores are
modified by the move.

In the following, player P addresses the move to player C. We start with the assertion
of facts:



assert(p)wherep is a propositional formula.

rationality: the usual assertion condition for the agent.
update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) [ fpg andCSi(C) = CSi�1(C)

Herep can be any propositional formula, as well as the special characterU , discussed
in the next sub-section.

assert(S)whereS is a set of formulae representing the support of an argument.

rationality: the usual assertion condition for the agent.
update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1 [ S andCSi(C) = CSi�1(C)

The counterpart of these moves are the acceptance moves:

accept(p)p is a propositional formula.

rationality: The usual acceptance condition for the agent.
update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) [ fpg andCSi(C) = CSi�1(C)

accept(S)S is a set of propositional formulae.

rationality: the usual acceptance condition for everys 2 S.
update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) [ S andCSi(C) = CSi�1(C)

There are also moves which allow questions to be posed.

challenge(p)wherep is a propositional formula.

rationality: ;
update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) andCSi(C) = CSi�1(C)

A challenge is a means of making the other player explicitly state the argument support-
ing a proposition. In contrast, a question can be used to query the other player about any
proposition.

question(p)where p is a propositional formula.

rationality: ;
update: CSi(P ) = CSi�1(P ) andCSi(C) = CSi�1(C)

We refer to this set of moves as the setM0DC since they are a variation on the setMDC
from [3]—the main difference from the latter is that there are no “dialogue conditions”.
Instead we explicitly define the protocol for dialogues below. These locutions are the
bare minimum to carry out a dialogue, and, as we will see below, require a fairly rigid
protocol with a lot of aspects implicit. Further locutions such as those discussed in [23],
would be required to be able to debate the beginning and end ofdialogues or to have an
explicit representation of movement between embedded dialogues.

Clearly this set of moves/locutions defines the communication languageCL, and
hopefully it is reasonably clear from the description so farhow argumentation between
agents takes place; a prototypical persuasion dialogue is as follows:



1. P has an acceptable argument(S; p), built from�P , and wantsC to acceptp. Thus,P assertsp.
2. C has an argument(S0;:p) and so cannot acceptp. Thus,C asserts:p.
3. P cannot accept:p and challenges it.
4. C responds by assertingS0.
5. P has an argument(S00;:q) whereq 2 S0, and asserts:q.
6. C challenges:q.
7. . . .

At each stage in the dialogue agents can build arguments using information from their
own private knowledge base, and the propositions made public (by assertion into com-
mitment stores).

4.3 Rationality and protocol

The final part of the abstract model we introduced above was the use of argumentation
to relate what an agent “knows” (in this case what is in its knowledge-base and the com-
mitment stores) and what it is allowed to “say” (in terms of which locutions fromCL it
is allowed to utter). We make this connection by specifying the rationality conditions in
the definitions of the locutions and relating these to what arguments an agent can make.
We do this as follows, essentially defining different types of rationality [26].

Definition 9. An agent may have one of threeassertionattitudes.

– a confidentagent can assert any propositionp for which there is an argument(S; p).
– a carefulagent can assert any propositionp for which there is an argument(S; p)

if no stronger rebutting argument exists.
– a thoughtfulagent can assert any propositionp for which there is an acceptable

argument(S; p).
Thus a thoughtful agent will only put forward propositions which, so far as it knows,
are correct. A careful agent will only put forward propositions which aren’t directly
rebutted. A confident agent won’t stop to make either of thesechecks.5

Of course, defining when an agent can assert propositions is only one half of what
is needed. The other part is to define the conditions on agentsaccepting propositions.
Here we have the following [26].

Definition 10. An agent may have one of threeacceptanceattitudes.

– a credulousagent can accept any propositionp for which there is an argument(S; p).
– a cautiousagent can accept any propositionp for which there is an argument(S; p)

if no stronger rebutting argument exists.
– a skepticalagent can accept any propositionp for which there is an acceptable

argument(S; p).
5 Note that, as a first step, we define these agent attributes uniformly; in later work, we will

consider agents which assert or accept propositions in a context-dependent manner.



In order to complete the definition of the system, we need onlyto give the protocol that
specifies how a dialogue proceeds. This we do below, providing a protocol (which was
not given in the original) for the kind of example dialogue given in [24, 25]. As in those
papers, the kind of dialogue we are interested in here is a dialogue about joint plans,
and in order to describe the dialogue, we need an idea of what one of these plans looks
like:

Definition 11. A plan is an argument(S; p) such that there is someIi(p). Ii(p) is
known as thesubjectof the plan.

Thus a plan is just an argument for a proposition that is intended by some agent. If we
consider thoughtful/skeptical agents, then the detail of “attacks” ensures that an agent
will only be able to assert a plan if there is no intention which is preferred to the subject
of the plan so far as that agent is aware, and there is no conflict between any elements
of the support of the plan and what it knows. Equally an agent will only accept a plan
if there is no intention that it prefers to the subject of the plan, and it knows nothing
that conflicts with any elements of the support of the plan. Similar conditions hold for
agents with other attitudes. We then have the following protocol, which we will callD
for a dialogue between agentsA andB.

1. A asserts a plan(S; p) for someIA(p).
2. B accepts the plan if possible. If the plan is accepted, the dialogue terminates.
3. If the plan is not accepted, thenB asserts an argument(S0; q) which undercuts or

rebuts(S; p).
4. A asserts either(S000; p), which does not undercut or rebut(S0; q), or the statementU . In the first case, the dialogue returns to Step 2; in the second case, the dialogue

terminates.

The utterance of a statementU indicates that an agent is unable to add anything to the
dialogue, and so the dialogue terminates whenever either agent asserts this.

Note that inB’s response it need not assert a plan (A is the only agent which has
to mention plans). This allowsB to disagree withA on matters such as the resources
assumed byA (“No, I don’t have the car that week”), or the tradeoff thatA is proposing
(“I don’t want your Megatokyo T-shirt, I have one like that already”), even if they don’t
directly affect the plans thatB has.

As it stands, the protocol is a rather minimalist but sufficesto capture the kind of
interaction in [24, 25]. One agent makes a suggestion which suits it (and may involve
the other agent). The second looks to see if the plan preventsit achieving any of its
intentions, and if so has to put forward a plan which clashes in some way (we could
easily extend the protocol so thatB does not have to put forward this plan, but can
instead engageA in a persuasion dialogue aboutA’s plan in a way that was not con-
sidered in [24, 25]). The first agent then has the chance to respond by either finding a
non-clashing way of achieving what it wants to do or suggesting a way for the second
agent to achieve its intention without clashing with the first agent’s original plan.

There is also much that is implicit in the protocol, for example: that the agents have
previously agreed to carry out this kind of dialogue (since no preamble is required); that
the agents are basically co-operative (since they accept suggestions if possible); and that



they will end the dialogue as soon as a possible agreement is found or it is clear that no
progress can be made (so neither agent will try to filibuster for its own advantage). Such
assumptions are consistent with Grice’s co-operative maxims for human conversation
[11].

One advantage of such a minimal protocol is that it is easy to show that the result-
ing dialogues have some desirable properties. The first of these is that the dialogues
terminate:

Proposition 1. A dialogue under protocolD between two agentsG andH with any
acceptance and assertion attitudes will terminate.

If both agents are thoughtful and skeptical, we can also showthat:

Proposition 2. Consider a dialogue under protocolD between two agents thought-
ful/skeptical agentsG andH , whereG starts by uttering a plan with the subjectIG(p).

– If the dialogue terminates with the utterance ofU , then there is no plan with the
subjectIG(p) in A(�G [ CS(H)) thatH can accept.

– If the dialogue terminates without the utterance ofU , then there is a plan with the
subjectIG(p) in A(�G [�H) that is acceptable to bothG andH .

Thus if the agents reach agreement, it is an agreement on a plan which neither of them
has any reason to think problematic. In [24, 25] we called this kind of dialogue a negoti-
ation, but from the perspective of Walton and Krabbe’s typology it isn’t a negotiation—
it is closer to a deliberation with the agents discussing what they will do.

5 Argument Aggregation

What happens when agents disagree about some claim or some proposed action, even
after a persuasion or deliberation dialogue? One approach we have explored is aggre-
gation across arguments [22]. Thus, two or more agents may present the arguments for
and against some claim, and then the status of the claim may bedetermined by the na-
ture and extent of the arguments for and against it. For example [16], we could define a
set of status labels for claims� at timet as follows:

– If there have been no arguments uttered for or against� up to timet, then the claim
is Open.

– If there has been at least one argument uttered for� up to timet, then the claim is
Supported.

– If there has been at least one argument whose premises are consistent uttered for�
up to timet, then the claim isPlausible.

– If there has been at least one argument whose premises are consistent uttered for�
up to timet, and no undercutting or attacking arguments have been uttered against� by this time, then the claim isProbable.

– If there has been at least one argument whose premises are consistent uttered for�
up to timet, and any undercutting or attacking arguments uttered against � by this
time have themselves been attacked or undercut, then the claim is Accepted.



The motivation here is the more and stronger are the arguments for a claim, then the
more support it has, and so the greater is the likelihood thatit is true. Note that, as
with any real-life argument of issues of importance, the status of a claim may change
over time, as new arguments are presented for it or against it. Thus claims may become
less likely or more likely or both over time. In [22], we considered this dynamic aspect
to multi-agent arguments, and showed that, under certain conditions, Inquiry dialogues
would eventually converge to the truth with a high probability.

6 Summary

Argumentation-based approaches to inter-agent communication are becoming more
widespread, and there are a variety of systems for argumentation-based communication
that have been proposed. Many of these address different aspects of the communica-
tion problem, and it can be hard to see how they relate to one another. This chapter
has attempted to put some of this work in context by describing in general terms how
argumentation might be used in inter-agent communication,and then illustrating this
general model by providing a concrete instantiation of it, finally describing all the as-
pects required by the example first introduced in [24]. We believe these approaches have
great potential for Chance Discovery and Management in multi-agent domains, where
agents may need to persuade one another of the possibility ofchance events and/or
appropriate actions to take in response.
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